
Tap Dancing on Everest, at once riveting and reflective, explores the risks we
take to become our truest selves. Mimi Zieman blazes an unexpected path from
the daughter of immigrants raised in New York City to a 25-year-old medical
student who becomes the doctor and only woman on a team attempting a new
route on the remote East Face of Everest in Tibet. In an outrageous plan, the
team embarks without the use of supplemental oxygen, Sherpa support, or
chance for rescue. When three climbers disappear during their summit attempt,
Zieman reaches the knife edge of her limits, digging deeply to fight for the
climbers lives and to find her voice. 

Weaving adventure and medicine in a feminist story of self-discovery, Tap
Dancing on Everest captures the curiosity and awe of a young woman as she
faces down childhood messages to stay small and safe and ventures into the
unknown.
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“The best ascent of Everest in terms and style of pure adventure.” 
— Reinhold Messner, first man to solo Everest

“Gorgeous, so full of joy, zest, fun and yet with some profound
thoughts. Once started you cannot put it down.”  

— Sir Chris Bonington, author of Everest the Hard Way

“An ideal alchemy of grit and grace. The lessons Zieman learns on the
mountain are important lessons for us all. A wild and deeply 

satisfying journey.”
— Emily Rapp Black, author of The Still Point of The Turning World

MIMI ZIEMAN is a physician, writer, and the author of The Post-Roe Monologues
and Managing Contraception. She lives in Atlanta, Georgia, with her family. See
more at mimiziemanmd.com.




